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Abstract. This paper introduces a novel area of research to the Image
Forensic field; identifying High Dynamic Range (HDR) digital images.
We create and make available a test set of images that are a combination
of HDR and standard images of similar scenes. We also propose a scheme
to isolate fingerprints of the HDR-induced haloing artefact at “strong”
edge positions, and present experimental results in extracting suitable
features for a successful SVM-driven classification of edges from HDR
and standard images. A majority vote of this output is then utilised to
complete a highly accurate classification system.
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1 Introduction

In standard 24-bit imaging (one byte per channel), a single pixel can be repre-
sented by one of over 1.6 million colours. In real-world environments, however,
the depth of colour is significantly larger, meaning that digital images often
misrepresent them. Consequently, the images would likely contain under or over-
exposed regions that degrade texture, detail, and colour. Throughout this paper,
we refer to such images as Low Dynamic Range (LDR) images. In contrast to
LDR images, in High Dynamic Range (HDR) imaging, a set of differently ex-
posed images are combined and processed to create an image with a greater
range of luminance between the light and dark areas of an image. This creates a
more balanced version of the original image that matches the real-world environ-
ment more closely. Figure ?? illustrates one example of the difference between
LDR and HDR versions of the same scene.

The quality of HDR processed images has led many manufacturers to use
it for enhancing images automatically, directly after they are captured. Popular
digital cameras with onboard HDR processing include camera phones such as
the Apple iPhone 4 and a wide range of DSLR cameras manufactured by Canon,
Sony, Nikon, Casio, Pentax, and many more. Furthermore, since HDR imaging is
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(a) A standard LDR image (b) An HDR processed version

Fig. 1. LDR vs. HDR imaging. Note that in the LDR image ?? the dark areas of the
statue are under-exposed and therefore lack the depth and detail that is present in the
HDR image ??. Similarly, the texture of the clouds are mostly washed out in the LDR
image due to over-exposure, where as the HDR version still possesses detail in these
regions.

purely software-driven, the set of camera phone devices increases when we con-
sider downloadable apps available for Android users. Previously, HDR imaging
was considered an image editing tool that was entirely separate from the image
acquisition pipeline. Most HDR creations therefore required the use of image
editing software such as Adobe Photoshop and GIMP, as well as a bespoke col-
lection of applications such as Photomatix Pro, easyHDR, and DynamicPhoto
HDR. However, as an obvious consequence of the increasing availability to HDR
imaging, more and more images that appear online are a result of HDR process-
ing. Developing a strategy for the accurate forensic detection of digital images
produced from the HDR imaging pipeline is therefore of great importance to
ensure we understand the history of a digital image. In this paper, we direct our
attention to images captured from HDR devices, with the aim of distinguishing
between standard and HDR images taken from the same device. Specifically,
this paper discusses and works from the creation of a test set of images captured
from the Apple iPhone 4. This device is consistently reported by imaging-hosting
website, Flickr.com as the most popular device amongst their community of over
60 million users. When we therefore consider the potential frequency of digital
images currently in circulation that originate from this device, it is important
to consider it for forensic experiment. Furthermore, the Apple iPhone 4 allows
users to capture and process images as HDR natively, meaning it is highly prob-
able that many images in circulation are of this type. We also explore anomalies
associated with the HDR imaging pipeline, and combine the output of a trained
Support Vector Machine (SVM) with majority voting to classify the images ac-
curately. Much of the image forensic research is currently geared towards camera
identification. Moreover, the identification of anomalies in the image acquisition
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pipeline can be used to intrinsically link digital images to their source device.
Some of the more acclaimed approaches for achieving this include the analysis
of sensor noise patterns [?], radial distortions caused by lens misalignments [?],
the affect of the Colour Filter Array (CFA) on pixel colours [?], [?], [?], and the
creation of a 34 featured SVM classifier extracted from a range of image proper-
ties [?]. Since some manufacturers’ allow the direct processing of HDR imaging,
it can be considered a possible extension to the image acquisition pipeline, pro-
viding a wider range of potential features to aid camera identification. The HDR
imaging pipeline is complicated and varies with the implementation. It is there-
fore likely that fingerprints of individual manufacturer implementations of HDR
imaging can directly aid camera identification. Currently, we believe that there
is no literature related to Image Forensics for solving the HDR vs. standard
problem. It seems logical to suggest that this area will grow in popularity based
on the growing trend of applications created for producing HDR images.

This paper introduces the key steps in creating an HDR image, before defin-
ing the usage of Homomorphic Filtering for compressing the dynamic range to
one that is compatible with output devices. A resulting anomaly from this pro-
cess is then highlighted, before presenting our strategy for classifying HDR and
LDR images. Our experimental results are followed by a concluding summary of
our work and potential paths for future work.

2 High Dynamic Range Imaging Pipeline

The High Dynamic Range imaging pipeline is a complicated mixture of many
processes, sub-processes, and bespoke strategies. Each implementation of HDR
imaging can create output images that are significantly different from each other.
For example, some implementations seek to produce artistic images that appear
as though they have been heavily post-processed, whereas other implementa-
tions aim to produce more natural-looking images that closely match real-world
scenes. Even when multiple separate implementations share the same desired
output, there will still exist some subtle differences that can be useful for foren-
sic analysis.

In Figure ?? we present a simplified model of the HDR pipeline that en-
compasses the main activities. The figure shows that the dynamic range of a
real-world scene is much larger than that of a digital camera. Consequently,
when a digital camera captures the scene, a lot of detail in the bright and dark
regions is lost in over and under-exposed regions. In contrast, HDR imaging
solves this problem by capturing a minimum of two differently exposed images
that capture the detail in the highlights and shadows of the scene, as well as
the main focal point. These images are then combined to produce a single HDR
image with a dynamic range much closer to the real-world scene. However, since
display devices and printers have a much smaller dynamic range, the image must
be compressed to remove insignificant luminance data so that it can be viewed
or printed. This process is known as Tone Mapping, and has been the focus of
much HDR research in the past few years [?], [?], [?], [?]. The main challenge lies
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in the fact that there is no universal solution to the tone-mapping problem, since
it depends on the scene captured as to how the dynamic range can be reduced
without damaging the natural feel of the image.

Fig. 2. The HDR imaging pipeline (adapted from [?]).

Oppenheim et al. were amongst the first authors to formally introduce this
dilemma, and presented several ideas for tone mapping that are present in many
of today’s tone mapping operators [?]. Arguably the most dominant of these ideas
was the use of Homomorphic Filtering for frequency-dependant compression of
luminance components. This concept is discussed in the following section.

3 Homomorphic Filtering

It is well documented in image processing literature that a given image is com-
prised of two respective brightness and contrast components: illuminance and
reflectance, and that the human brain uses these components to complete the
scenes that our eyes capture [?]. The illuminance component refers to the avail-
able light that radiates the scene, and reflectance refers to the light that is
reflected off of the various objects that the scene contains. For example, a lake
will reflect more light than a park bench (reflectance), but both could be lit by
the sun (illuminance). A digital image can therefore be expressed in simplified
luminance terms as the product of illuminance and reflectance components:

L(x,y) = i(x,y) · r(x,y). (1)

where L(x,y) refers to a digital image expressed in luminance terms, and
i(x,y), r(x,y) refer to the illuminance and reflectance components respectively.
In [?], the authors observe that the illuminance component contains significant
redundancy, and can be compressed with a minimal impact to the detail and
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contrast of the image. Since luminance is a multiplicative product of i and r, the
components must be separated such that dynamic range compression may be
performed on i only. This is achieved by firstly computing the luminance data
in terms of the logarithmic space such that:

log(L(x,y)) = log(i(x,y)) + log(r(x,y)). (2)

Note how the luminance data is now expressed as an additive mix of i and
r. The authors in [?] state that if the data are further expressed according to
the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), then low frequencies can be associated
with the illuminance component, and high frequencies with the reflectance com-
ponent. The final task is to apply Homomorphic Filtering to attenuate the low
frequencies whilst preserving the high frequencies in order to reduce the negligi-
ble illuminance data whilst simultaneously increasing the contrast of the image.

(a) Before Homomorphic Filtering (b) After Homomorphic Filtering

Fig. 3. The effect of Homomorphic Filtering [?]. In the original image image ?? the
contrast range is so low that the interior of the vehicle appears dark and lacks de-
tail. However, in the homomorphic filtered image ?? the contrast associated with the
detailed regions is emphasised.

Dynamic range compression by Homomorphic Filtering is a popular method-
ology amongst recent HDR imaging implementations since it is very effective at
producing dynamically compressed images with natural-looking end results [?].
However, depending on the contrast difference of two objects, and indeed the at-
tenuation function used, it is common for the filtering process to produce a halo
artefact, where objects appear to glow against the background. This artefact is
most apparent in edge pixels, since they are a combination of both high and low
frequencies, and only the low frequencies are attenuated. The degree to which
this artefact is apparent depends on the specific implementation, but in forensic
terms this makes it a useful source for fingerprinting. It is this homomorphic
filtering artefact that this paper uses for classifying whether an image is HDR
or LDR.
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4 Evaluation Methodology

In this paper, we hypothesise that digital images will exhibit signs of the halo
artefact if they are composed from the HDR imaging pipeline. Similarly, the
artefact will not exist to the same magnitude for standard images produced by
conventional photography. The identification of haloed regions should therefore
help to distinguish HDR and LDR images accurately.

4.1 Test Strategy

In our initial work, we establish a library of 100 ‘landscape’ images that are an
equal combination of HDR and LDR images taken with the same device (Apple
iPhone 4 running iOS 4.3.3). The images are captured with the native camera
application, and the device is mounted to a tripod to ensure that the alignment
between the HDR and LDR versions of the same scene is consistent. For each
image, ‘strong’ vertical edge points – such as where bright light from the sky
merges with a dark object – are extracted and data from these regions are tested
to isolate the halo artefact. As discussed in Section ??, the halo artefact is most
evident at these such edge regions, as they are comprised of both high and low
frequency data.

Following on from a system we have designed to isolate strong edges, we
propose the extraction of a frame of pixel data (obtained from the left and
right of these edge points) for 100 edges from each image. We then use this
data in conjunction with the LibSVM classifier to predict the likelihood that a
given edge is an HDR edge. Based on the results of this classification, we then
employ majority voting to establish the generalised accuracy for detecting an
HDR image.

Figure ?? illustrates a typical example of the degree of haloing associated
with LDR and HDR images captured from the Apple iPhone 4. The HDR im-
age shows clear edge anomalies around the strong edge points compared to the
equivalent LDR image. What we see is a single bright pixel that separates the
boundary of the object with the bright sky background. This is a strong indica-
tion that homomorphic filtering has taken place at these two contrasting points,
and subsequently a useful fingerprint for detecting HDR imaging.

4.2 Edge Selection

The successful extraction of strong edges is key to identifying the halo artefact
that forms the basis of our classification process. In essence, we need to establish
some automated scheme for extracting the most suitable edges to be considered
for evaluation. Figure ?? presents a block diagram of our initial schema for
‘Strong Edge’ extraction.

Canny Edge Detection. We start by extracting the luminance component of
the image, and applying Canny edge detection to find as many edges as possible.
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(a) LDR version (b) HDR version

(c) LDR ‘strong’ edges (magnified) (d) HDR ‘strong’ edges (magnified)

Fig. 4. HDR and LDR images captured from Apple iPhone 4, and their respective
‘strong’ edges. Note that whilst the edges of the LDR image ?? do not show visible
signs of haloing, the haloing is abundantly obvious for the corresponding edges in the
HDR image ??.

Fig. 5. The ‘Strong Edge’ extraction process.
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Canny edge detection is the preferred choice as our preliminary testing showed
that this operator extracted a higher frequency of the most relevant edges. Figure
?? illustrates how the Sobel, Roberts, and Prewitt operators misses important
edges when the brightness of an object closely matches that of the background.
In particular, note how the Canny edge operator provides more consistent edge
information for the “Refectory” and“Shop” signposts, with respect to other op-
erators. However, since the output of the canny edge detection over-detects many
edges from detailed regions, the information must be reduced in order to locate a
single edge of interest. To achieve this, the image itself must first undergo several
transformations, as discussed in the next section.

(a) Canny (b) Sobel (c) Roberts (d) Prewitt

Fig. 6. Edge detection using different operators, each with perceptually optimum
threshold values.

5 Experimental Results

Threshold to Binary Form. In order to reduce the amount of edges that
are detected, the detailed regions of the image must be reduced such that all
that remains is the edge associated with objects that neighbour significantly
contrasting backgrounds. In this model, we firstly threshold the luminance data
to produce a binary, black and white pixel representation. The “open” morpho-
logical operator is then used to merge the detailed regions in the black and white
regions.

Edge Reduction. Since this initial work focuses only on vertical edges, we
can apply Sobel edge detection on the opened image to extract only the edges
that are likely to be of interest. Now that the detail has been removed from
the image, we obtain a much smaller number of edges than we obtained from
the Canny edge detection phase. However, due to the fact that morphological
opening is a combination of erosion and dilation, the Sobel edges we extract may
be slightly misaligned with the original image. We therefore consider the Sobel
edges an estimate of interesting edges, and obtain the closest neighbouring edges
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from the Canny edge image. The remaining connected edges are then iteratively
processed to determine whether or not they satisfy certain conditions. Assuming
for this example that the object is expressed as pixel value 0, and the background
is expressed as 1, then the conditions are:

– mode of 5 pixels left of edge = 0.
– mode of 5 pixels right of edge = 1.
– | angle of connected edge | ≤ 30 ◦ of vertical axis.

The first rule checks that the object is on the left, while the second rule also
checks that the background is on the right of the connected edges. The third rule
checks that the edge is close to vertical. The haloing artefact exists as a normal
vector to the edge. To simplify the scheme, we consider the haloing artefact that
is a normal vector of the vertical axis such that a horizontal extraction of pixel
data would encapsulate the full artefact. If the connected edge were at 45 ◦, for
example, then we would need to consider and evaluate diagonal pixels. When
a connected edge does not satisfy all of the conditions, they will be dropped,
and only the edges that are likely to yield the most useful results remain. Figure
?? illustrates several examples of the selected edges that will be used to isolate
signs of the haloing artefact.

6 Experimental Results

6.1 Pixel Distribution

Using the edge selection scheme discussed in Section ??, we obtain the selected
edges for each individual image. We then extract a horizontal frame of pixel
data centred on each individual edge position, that describes the distribution of
pixel data for the object (left) and background (right) that neighbour the edge.
Figure ?? illustrates the typical pixel distribution extracted from LDR and HDR
images, where a frame radius of 128 pixels is selected.

The vertical line at zero represents the location of the edge pixel. Of particular
interest is the distribution of the pixel data that immediately follows the edge.
For the LDR image, there is a small peak where the pixels are seemingly slightly
brighter than the remainder of the data. In comparison, this peak is much larger
for HDR images where it is noted that the pixels immediately right of the edge
are more contrasting to the remainder of the data. This is the result of the HDR
version containing more colour and texture data than its LDR counterpart, and
a clear graphical representation of what was noted from Figure ??.

6.2 Classification of HDR vs. LDR Edges

The plots illustrated in Figure ?? are actually a fair representation of the plots
obtained for each of the images. In each case, the LDR version shows a smaller
peak when compared to the equivalent HDR image. This provides further confi-
dence that extracting the correct features from this data could help to distinguish
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Fig. 7. Examples of edges extracted from the Edge Selection process.
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(a) Pixel distribution from HDR Image

(b) Pixel distribution from LDR Image

Fig. 8. The pixel distribution of LDR ?? and HDR ?? edges. The data has been
normalised to intensity values for clearer interpretation.
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between both image types. Of course, the magnitude to which this peak extends
is proportionate to the image pixels. If the background is relatively white (for
example, in a cloudy scene) then the peak will be smaller than if the sky is a
deep blue. However, since it is unlikely that the distribution of pixel data in
white clouds will exactly equal the intensity of the halo, a peak always exists.
For this reason, it is arguably inappropriate to base feature extraction in the
spatial domain. However, accepting that the peak following the edge pixel exists
as a common characteristic between the images, it is likely that a DFT trans-
formation will emphasise this trait. We therefore convert each extracted frame
of pixels to the DFT domain. By randomly selecting 100 edges from the edge
selection process, we sample the pixel data and obtain the magnitude of DFT for
each. We then reduce the DFT output to half the original length by removing
the symmetric data. Using simply this output, we create a training data set for
LibSVM classification. The training set is comprised of 100 edges from 90% of
the images. More precisely, the training set will be a 9000x128 data matrix, since
90 of the 100 images are used for training, and a 1x128 DFT vector is computed
for 100 edges for each image. The remaining 10 images are processed in exactly
the same way and are used as test data for the LibSVM classifier.

6.3 Results

The LibSVM classifier was able to classify each individual edge with an overall
accuracy of 85.1%. Considering that we use 100 edges from every image, this
preliminary result provides further proof that the proposed use of the halo arte-
fact is consistent for both image types. However, this classification alone does
not demonstrate the success as to whether an entire image is classified as either
LDR or HDR. To achieve this, the output of the data classification must be ag-
gregated to groups of 100, where each group represents all the edges for the same
image. Using a majority voting strategy, the individual images can be classified
with respective levels of confidence. Table ?? shows the ‘actual’ class type (LDR
or HDR) for the 10 images tested. The majority voting process correctly predicts
the class type in each instance leading to a generalised classification accuracy of
100%. For each image, the percentage of correctly classified edges is computed
to provide a confidence level to which each classification is made.

Since the majority voting process implies an accuracy of 100%, we have
proved that our scheme can accurately use a single property of HDR imaging
to distinguish between LDR and HDR images. The individual levels of confi-
dence from each of these classifications is as high as 100%, but also decreased
to 55%. After a brief evaluation of the image this data corresponds to, it is
clear that the image is highly textured, and this negatively affects our scheme
for extracting strong edges. In this example, a weaker edge was selected, and
the data corresponding to the halo was not captured fully. The requirement
of developing a more precise scheme is therefore of interest to future work. To
check for manufacturer-specific consistencies in the halo artefact, a small num-
ber of random HDR and LDR images have been collected from 2 other Apple
iPhone 4 devices. For each of the images tested, the halo artefact exists to the
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Test Image Actual Predicted Accuracy (%)

1 HDR HDR 4 88
2 HDR HDR 4 99
3 HDR HDR 4 80
4 HDR HDR 4 69
5 HDR HDR 4 55
6 LDR LDR 4 87
7 LDR LDR 4 92
8 LDR LDR 4 100
9 LDR LDR 4 91
10 LDR LDR 4 90

Table 1. Final classification of LDR vs. HDR images, and the respective confidence
levels.

same degree, and similar classification accuracies were obtained. Furthermore,
the latest iOS software beta 5.0 was installed to a 4th Apple iPhone 4 device to
ensure that the halo artefact has not been addressed by a software update dis-
tributed by the manufacturer. Again, the halo artefact was still notably present
in HDR images. It is expected that each manufacturer-driven implementation
of the HDR imaging pipeline will inherit anomalies that can be traced to the
device in much the same way that camera identification research functions. Fur-
thermore, HDR-induced anomalies such as the haloing artefact are likely to be
handled differently depending on the implementation. Since there are many ap-
plications available for mobile devices to produce HDR images, it is therefore
feasible that the specific application used to create them can be traced.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced a novel area for image forensic research, and
proposed a forensic scheme for identifying the halo artefact induced by HDR
imaging, in images collected from the Apple iPhone 4. The scheme is capable
of extracting the most suitable edges for analysis, converting them to an ap-
propriate feature representation, and classifying the image successfully. We have
presented a proof of concept by presenting our initial experiments and method-
ology for correctly classifying LDR and HDR images with a 100% success rate
on a small test set. Of interest to future work is the obvious requirement of
improving the confidence of individual classifications; most logically by refining
the edge selection scheme. Our current strategy for identifying the halo artefact
functions only on vertical edges, but can be expanded for horizontal edges in
order to strengthen the likelihood that the extracted edge data captures haloed
regions. Beyond this, a system for processing any edge could be engineered such
that the frame data is extracted as a normal vector to the edge direction. These
modifications would enable the scheme to be more compatible with a wider range
of scenes.
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